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In the wake of more tragedies in our country, Dan Bishop continues to incite division
and hate in his words and actions.
He's criticized citizens' constitutionally protected rights to protest and freedom of
speech. He's focused his legislation on attacking cities like Seattle and Portland
instead of on the people he's supposed to represent in Congress. He's quick to call
out rioters, but silent when extremists use peaceful protesters as target practice.
We've had enough of Dan Bishop.
We're ready for leadership that puts their community's needs above partisan
posturing. And that's Cynthia. But we cannot bring leadership change to
NC-09 without grassroots supporters like you. Can you chip in $25 or more
today so we can ensure compassionate, responsible leadership for North
Carolina?
If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:
$15

»

$25

»

$50

»

$100

»

$250

»

Other

»

We cannot allow those who want to profit in division to continue misrepresenting us.
Thank you for standing with Cynthia,
Team Wallace
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